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  FROM THE CHAIR    

The September club run to picnic near Franschhoek was most enjoyable.  The run commemorated
the inaugural run of the MG Sports Car Register in September 1967, and we picnicked at the same 
site that had been the venue 51 years ago.  Looking at the 1967 photograph published in “Keeping
the MG Flag Flying” and comparing this to photos of this year’s run I observed the following:  
I notice that all the cars in the 1967 photo were T-types, bar one MGA and all have their tops down.  
I suppose that’s not unexpected but all the guys were in flannels with shirt sleeves rolled up, or 
wearing shorts!  This year there were 7 T-types out of 30 cars and most cars were closed tops or
had hoods up, the guys and girls this year were wearing longs and windbreakers.  Sounds like
global warming in reverse, but I’ll leave you to make your own conclusions! 

With a fast deteriorating Rand/Dollar exchange rate and rising international oil prices during 
August, I was surprised that the National Energy Regulator decided to keep the September fuel
prices largely unchanged.  The volume of fuel sold in South Africa each month (petrol & diesel 
combined) is almost 2bn litres, so the subsidy is both enormous and unsustainable and I conclude
we should expect quite a hefty price increase in October.  Like most of you, I hope I am wrong 
about this.

The year has flown by and we now find ourselves in the last quarter.  Our end of year meeting /
show day will be extra special this year.  This is the 70th anniversary of the formation of our Club
and we are planning to make it something different.  Don’t miss out on this event – it will take 
place on Sunday the 9th December, so diarise it today!

Entries to the 2020 Indaba opened on 1st September and in the first 3 weeks we have received
more than 50 entries. The accommodation at the Kleinplaas resort is filling up fast, so you need to
enter soon while there is still space. The extra accommodation at the Protea Hotel next door comes 
at a higher price, so there’s an incentive to getting your entry in early. The Indaba entry form is on 
our website www.mgcc-ct.co.za

Until next month, keep your MG in the fast lane!

   
  Philip

        



 CONTACT DETAILS              EDITOR’S CORNER

 The 2018 Whales & Wheels Festival was a wonderful 
 opportunity to pack the TD and head off to Hermanus for   
 the weekend.   Whales were in abundance, showing off,   
 delighting the crowds.  Believe me there were crowds, 
 especially during the car parade through the town.  
 Amongst the sea of faces I was thrilled to catch sight of 
 past MG members, Beryl & Ken Ensor-Smith waving and
 cheering the 4 MGs (TC TD MGA MGB) in the procession.

 Once again meeting the Hermanus MG members was 
 another highlight of our trip.  Myrna & Doug Peiser, Ian
 Opperman and Henk Lombard joined the usual Cape Town
 contingent, on the primary school sportsfield.  As you will  
 gather on pg.14, no classic car trip is without it’s trying 
 moments!  Fortunately I travel with my ‘flatmate’.

 The updated Indaba 2020 invitation is on pg.10 - be sure
 to book and fill in the registration form as soon as you can!

  All articles for the November issue of this newsletter are  
 due in by 23rd October.

Fran

                  ---------------------------------               

Dates to diarise
Car Show  - Killarney                                     4th November
Kuns & Kultuurfees - Prince Alfred Hamlet     1st December

S.A. Historic Grand Prix - Franschhoek       1+2 December  
(more details for this event are on pg.13)

Our bank details are:
 
Bank:       Standard Bank
Account:      MG Car Club – Cape Town Centre
Branch code:      036 309
Internet Branch code: 051001
Account number:     271157925

Disclaimer:

Views, comments, opinions, advice or suggestions in this newsletter are 
those of the contributors and advertisers and are not necessarily those of 
the club or its committee. Availability and condition of items advertised 
for sale are not guaranteed by the club or the committee. Whilst every care 
is taken in compiling the contents of the newsletter the club, committee 
and officials assume no responsibility for any effects arising therefrom.
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CLUB OFFICIALS         2018-19

President   Dieter Reck
   021 852 4277 / 083 233 8437
   reck.dieter@gmail.com

 
Trustees    Robin Rich
   021 903 3426 / 082 660 3538
   robin@richpumps.co.za

   Joan Parker
   021 671 8379 / 082 214 7561
   joanrparker@gmail.com

Committee 

Chairman   Philip Roux
   021 683 6979 / 083 448 7352
   philipjroux@gmail.com

Honorary Secretary   Roy Zazeraj
   021 715 9694 / 082 514 5680
   roy@artique.co.za

Honorary Treasurer   Brian Aslett
   021 671 9250 / 083 267 3742
   brazzle@iafrica.com

Social & Events Secretary  Martin Davies
   021 712 0762 / 083 269 5483
   mgtddavies@gmail.com

Editor & Publications  Fran Johnson
   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
   franjohnson35@hotmail.com

Membership Secretary Shirley Roux
    021 683 6979 / 083 360 7300
   shirleyroux@gmail.com

Register Secretary   Mike Johnson
   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
   franjohnson35@hotmail.com
   

Ex-Officio:  
 
Regalia   Colin Cromhout
   021 715 5497 / 082 576 6392
   colincromhout@gmail.com

Club Historian   Vacant

Crankhandle Club Liaison  Martin Davies
   021 712 0762 / 083 269 5483
   mgtddavies@gmail.com

      
MMM & T Register Captain  Mike Johnson
   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
   franjohnson35@hotmail.com

MGA Register Captain  Vacant    (Mike Johnson)

MGB Register Captain  Neville Wyness
   021 782 9651 / 083 307 9936
   nwyness@mweb.co.za

Moderns Register Captain  Vacant
   



  OUT AND ABOUT
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  OCTOBER

Tuesday
 

Thursday

  
     9th

   
   25th

  
   
   

Natter & Noggin at the Crankhandle Clubhouse, Riebeek Street, Wynberg 
@ 7.30pm
                                
Veterans’ run to Groot Constantia historical home and wine tasting in the 
Cloete Wine Cellar
details on page 5

 NOVEMBER
             
 Tuesday

 Thursday

     
   13th

   29th
  
    

Natter & Noggin at the Crankhandle Clubhouse, Wynberg @ 7.30pm
                                
Veterans’ run  -  to be advised

    
    2019 Non-Club events

     International Stars of Sandstone  (Interactive Heritage and Steam Festival in South Africa)     
     Venue:   Sandstone Estates, Ficksburg, Eastern Free State 
     Date:     4th to 14th April 2019
     Contact details:  tourism@sandstone.co.za

    
   MGs in the Dolomites
   Venue:  South Tyrol (Italy) 
     Date:     8th to 12th May 2019
     Contact details:  mg.dolomites@gmail.com

          



    COMMITTEE & SOCIAL NEWS                                  

  
   

 
         

    
   Condolences
   The MG Car Club committee and members wish to convey their sincere condolences to
    Mervyn Corbishley on the sudden passing of his son, Eric.  Our thoughts are with Mervyn
    and his family at this very difficult time.

     ************* 
   
    New Member
     # 1355 - Lance and Chérie Setzer, Stellenbosch (MG Midget 1962)  
                   021 883 3616 / 083 251 5440  e-mail: lance@elecind.co.za  
                   Lance is nephew of the late Dennis Billingham.
    
     #  1356 - Jay and Malika Moodley, Plumstead (MBG GT 1975) 021 705 0274 / 081 270 1585 
                    e-mail: canx997@gmail.com
     
     
     Change of cellphone number 
     John Morrison  065 389 4465

    MG Club Library
     Please note the library will be open as usual from 19h30 - 20h00 at the next Natter, if you would 
     like to take out books or just browse.

         
    Clubman points 2018  (to date - Top 10 Positions)
     Sue Jones                  46
     Dieter Reck      29
     Geoffrey Ballantyne    25
     Patrick Coyne      25
     Frenske Aslett      24
     Angela Manton      23
     Roger Manton      23
     Rosa Ballantyne      23
     Loraine Reck      23
     Tinus de Jongh      23
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   OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS
      
    1- Mary Buxton-Forman                     2- David Wesson  
    4- Angela Manton, Tony Frew, Basil Landau           7- Philip Hitchcock
  10- Bruce Eastman                              11- Bill ten Oever
  14- Grenville Wilkinson                  15- Christian Opperman, Dieter Reck, Chris Flynn
  16- Godfrey Castle                  17- Jennifer Lock
  18- Neil Beck, Ray Heinze         20- Theo van der Hoek
  21- Johann Marais         23- Patrick Coyne
  25- Hildegarde Rich, Susan Jones                           26- Doug Peiser, Andre le Roux
  29- Rita Heinze, Heather James    31- Dot Jack

   

  

  

   VETERANS’ RUN TO GROOT CONSTANTIA             

    Thursday, 25th October 

    Please meet at Constantia Village car park (usual spot) at 10.30am.   
    Depart at 11.00am and proceed to Groot Constantia to visit the historical home and tour the 
    Cloete wine cellar.   (wine tasting is R60 extra)

    Depart Groot Constantia at 12 noon for lunch at Villagers Rugby Club.
    
    Directions:  
    After leaving Groot Constantia proceed up Constantia Main Road around the circle at 
    Constantia Nek - take the 2nd exit to Rhodes Drive.
    At the traffic lights, proceed passing Foresters Arms (Forries) on the left-hand side,
    proceed to the end of the road, turn right.
    Turn left onto main road.
    Turn right into Belmont Road.
    Pass over the bridge and at the traffic lights turn right onto Campground Road.
    Proceed to Claremont bridge, turn left into Imam Haron Road (Lansdowne Road).
    On the left-hand side you will see a large red building - Villagers Rugby Club, proceed 
    through the gates and veer right, driving to the 2nd rugby field to park.

    Lunch:   Steak, chips and vegetables -   R100   
               or   Fish, chips and vegetables  -  R100
    (Villagers Rugby Club is licensed)
            
   Contact details:  Ken Priday 021 794 5465 / 082 920 8885   

     ************* 
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    FUTURE EVENTS     



   REGISTER MATTERS                                            
  

   TD GARAGE MEETING    

   Many members may be aware that Theo van der Hoek is currently restoring his 1950 TD.  
   On Sunday, 26th August, he and Shirley kindly hosted a garage meet at their home.  About 13 
   interested members ignored the wet weather and came along to view the progress to date, as
   well as to enjoy Shirley’s delicious homebakes and kind hospitality.

    Theo bought his TD as a project with the assurance that the engine was run periodically, how-
    ever upon closer inspection he realised there were too many vital parts missing, which decided 
    him to commence a partial rebuild.  
    Some of us know how quickly projects like this are stalled and even abandoned when the task
    ahead begins to appear increasingly formidable.  However, Theo has doggedly persevered 
    despite numerous unforeseen interruptions.  One advantage of a garage meeting is to receive 
    constructive advice and encouragement from other members.

    The aim, in Theo’s case, is not to achieve Concours originality status but rather an acceptable
    standard where the car will be both reliable and attractive.  A quite unusual but pleasing colour 
    combination (for a TD) of metallic grey, black trim with burgundy hood has been chosen.

    Our sincere thanks to both Theo and Shirley for an interesting afternoon and we look forward to
    seeing their TD where all MGs should be - on the road, turning heads!   - Mike Johnson
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      PAST EVENTS      
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     Veterans’ run to the South African Astronomical Observatory    
     
     Spring had sprung a couple of days early and 28 members, together with 5 guests in 3xTD, 
     4xB, 3xBGT, 1C, 3xTF and one ‘plastic’ enjoyed the most welcome sunny weather on this
     August run.  Most of the group met at Constantia Village and at 10:30am took to the road for 
     a gentle meander up Constantia Nek, then on through various suburbs to our venue in 
     Observatory.  The promised cordoned off parking area at River Club was a bit of a mud bath, 
     so we all found other spots where our precious vehicles could wait, whilst we were occupied. 

     We took a short, long walk to the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) on the 
     property adjacent to River Club, where we were met by our host for the excursion, Dr Daniel 
     Cunnama, Science Engagement Astronomer at the facility.  On the lawns under the trees, 
     he gave a very interesting talk on the history of the nearly 200 year old SAAO, relevant
     information on activities now taking place at the site and some, most exciting facts about 
     happenings at the now, main hub for astronomy work, in Sutherland.   MG-ites ears were all 
     really pricked when Daniel told us about the asteroid tracking and alerting systems that are 
     constantly being improved.  We then visited the Main Building, where sections previously 
     opened to allow the original telescopes to view the sky along the meridian (the North-South 
     line).  The magnificent wood-panelled entrance hall is now part of the SAOO library.  The east 
     and west wings appeared to be the archives.  Daniel once again had a host of history, facts 
     and figures to share and further overload our maturing minds. 

    A short stroll back across the lawn, past displays and monuments, we visited the 1896,
    Herbert Baker designed, McClean Observatory.   The telescope sited there was at first used 
    for spectroscopy and later for determining the distances of stars.  The original astrophysical
    laboratory has now become a museum with fascinating artefacts, displays and models
    accumulated over the lifetime of the SAOO.   One, a model donated by MG Car Club member, 
    Ian Glass. 

    Daniel was given hearty applause for the excellent tour he had conducted and we were able to 
    collect a tidy sum from members and guests to donate to the SAAO funds.  The ‘Groot Trek’ 
    back to River Club and the Slug and Lettuce restaurant saw 31 members/guests swiftly ordering 
    their much needed liquid refreshments, soon noisily chatting and tucking into delicious dishes 
    they had ordered.   A fun day we trust and thank you for the great support we all receive from
    being proud members of the MGCC-CTC.   -  Theo and Shirley van der Hoek 

                               

                                                      
                                                     

                
                                  
    



       50th ANNIVERSARY COMMERATIVE PICNIC RUN TO FRANSCHHOEK                                                   

               

 

 

                      

      

       
     

 

      

        
   After 2 weeks of rain and stormy weather and with a forecast of more to follow after the coming
   weekend, surprisingly, there were blue skies on Saturday and Sunday and an air temperature
   totally acceptable for drivers of open MGs.  The attendance at the outing on 16th September to
   commemorate the 50th anniversary of the inaugural MG Sports Car Register Run to Fransch-
   hoek, which originally took place on the 17th September 1967, was a good indication that 
   members were keen to get the dust off their old MGs and support historic events of the club’s past. 
             
          
            

   

  3 x TC  4xTD 3xMGA 1xMidget 15xMGB 15xMGB 3x modern TF as well as a number of support
  cars made up a formidable convoy driving up the Helshoogte Pass and past Boschendal.
  
   Arriving at the gate of L’Ormarins Estate, the 
   entrance to our venue, we were ushered 
   through without any questions being asked: 
   no entrance fee, no licence check and no fuss!  

   To get to our picnic spot we unfortunately had to
   use a stretch of untarred road which, the 
   organisers hoped, did not make too much of a
   mess to some of our highly polished MGs. For the 
   52 members in attendance, a grassy area had 
   been levelled and mowed and we found a most 
   comfortable area to spread out and enjoy the afternoon.  Cars were lined up
   against the roadside to create the perfect photo scenery with the majestic    
   Simonsberg and Drakenstein Mountains in the background.
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    What is remarkable that after half a century, there were 7 members present who took part in the 
    inaugral outing, as well as 2 of the original cars: Jeff Ballantyne’s TD and my own TC. 

   Of those present in particular I would like to mention Grenville Wilkinson, who as founder member 
   of the Sports Car Register was instrumental in inviting me in 1967, to join the Club, by pasting a 
   note to the windscreen of my car.  Who would have thought way back then, that funny cars like ours 
   could be the catalyst for lifelong friendships. 

   Messages and congratulations on the occasion of this anniversary were received from other 
   founder members of the club:  Henry Watermayer - Johannesburg, Kenny Gillham - currently in UK,  
   Dave Dean - Auckland, New Zealand, and Mort Lyle - Cape Town.   Our special thanks and 
   appreciation go to the management of L’Ormarins Estate for allowing us to use their magnificent
   grounds for our historic gathering.      - Dieter Reck

               
    

   

   The MGs Picnic

   If you go down to L’Ormarins today
   you’re in for a big surprise
   For every MG that ever there was
   will gather there for certain because
   today’s the day the
   MGs have their picnic!

   Picnic time for MGs
   they’re having a magical time today
   Watch them, catch them unawares
   making the most of a fabulous day.
   They gaily drive about
   love to brag and shout
   because they’re proud, shiny MGs.
         

    Editor’s note:  
    The lyrics in ‘The Teddy Bear’s Picnic’  have been especially changed for my young friend, Maya Reck.
     

    



      The British Car Club Run                              

  
     

  

                                                                                

              

                                                       
               
                 
            
                                                           

    Sunday, 16th September

    The Cape Jaguar Club organised this year’s British Car Club Run to the Darling Wild Flower
    Show at the Darling Golf Club, some 40 British cars took part.   Apart from Jaguars there
    were Rolls, Bentleys, Sunbeams, Triumphs, Minis, Morgans and MGs were represented by 
    4xMGB and 1xTC.   The run was very simple and started off from the Woodbridge Island car 
    park driving down the R27 before turning right to Atlantis, then left on the R304 past Mamre to
    Darling.   On this last part of the drive the wild flowers started to show themselves.   

    Arriving at the Golf Club we were let in the front entrance, while the public had to go round to 
    the back entrance to the public parking.   The organisers had a taped off area for us to park so
    as to discourage the public from going too near the cars, but you know the public!

    While there were some great flower displays, there was also a tractor trip into the wildflower 
    reserve and a free shuttle service to Duckitt Orchid Nurseries.  The main area had 4 rows of 
    +/- 300 metre of country market stalls, which included numerous food stalls, so there was a 
    very varied choice for lunch to suit the majority of people.  

   The organisers had set aside an area with tables and chairs just for us, which was great.  
   Though the sun was shining and the area under the trees nice and shaded, there was a 
    lazy wind blowing which necessitated plenty of  ‘anti-freeze’.  

    On the return trip home more wild flowers had come out along the roadside.  A few farmers 
    had opened up roads through their property where one could drive along and stop to take
    more photographs. 
                                                                                              -  Angela and Roger Manton    
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       LETTERS

   Dear Fran,
   Thank you for sending us copies of ‘The Breed’ every month.  We so enjoy reading and
   catching up with all the happenings at the Cape Centre - a very informative mag - thanks!

   We have just returned from a most successful weekend away, based in Hazyview to
   celebrate the 40th Anniversary of the Northern Centre.  What fun we had over all the roads
   between Hazyview, Sabie, Graskop, Blyde River Canyon etc.  MGs are definitely made for 
   roads like this.  Luckily, not too many potholes!  We drive a modern ZR 160 now, 
   affectionately called Ruby as she is red.  Our 1947 TC resides with our son in Johannesburg.
    
   Our best wishes to you and the Committee,
   Annette & Tony Craddock  (National President)

     ********************

    Hello All,
    Please forward my thanks to all those in your entourage whom I do not have direct contact 
    with. Yesterday was the 5th annual Heritage Day that I have organised and I know most of 
    you are in agreement, it was the best to date.  It was a major success for a number of reasons:  
    your participation and the beauty and variety of makes and styles of your chosen chariots, 
    the generosity and organisation of Ronnie and Anton of the Stellenbosch Airfield and - the 
    icing on the cake - Brian Wallace for opening his hanger for all interested parties.

    The Airfield have suggested that they would like to make the Airfield available for similar events
    with the addition of live bands a few times a year.  I suggested Saturdays would probably work
    best as that then does not conflict with scheduled regular club events.  In addition we would
    like to host The Cape Philharmonic Orchestra at the Airfield should sufficient people be
    interested in attending. We raised R2780 for animal sterilisation, I am personally adding R1000
    to that total.  I will forward a receipt from the organisation as soon as I receive it. 
    Thanks to all, this will make a huge impact (one sterilisation = R150).

    The next event I am organising is on Saturday, 1st December - Streetopia, Afrikaburn’s 4th
    inner city festival which takes place in Observatory.   Lower Main Road will be closed as a 
    thoroughfare.  If anyone has contact with any auto-jumble or petrolhead focused, market stalls, 
    please let me know.   
    Thank you all once again.  Hugs,  Hazel
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      BOOK REVIEW                                                                               

  If you’re keen on reading a book from our library, this is one that I strongly recommend. 
                 -  Philip Roux

    
 

     

              MGB The Illustrated History                
      Authors:  Jonathan Wood and Lionel Burrell

    This book, with its colourful cover, stands out in the library and I chose to borrow it to see 
    what it had to tell me that I didn’t already know about the MGB.
    The book begins with describing the origins of MG, the Abingdon factory and the pre-war cars. 
    Of course the focus of the book is the MGB, but there is a very interesting account of the 
    development of the MGA, starting with the EX172 prototype which was an MGA styled body
    on a TD chassis.  Further developments resulted in EX175 which became the MGA that finally 
    went into production.   The development of the MGB began in 1957, the first prototype being 
    EX205.  Photos of the early MGB prototypes show strong resemblances to the Aston Martin 
    DB2/4 however, it was only in 1960 that EX214, the prototype of the final MGB, was completed.

   The years of MGB production (1962 - 1980) are covered in detail, including the changes in the 
   cars over these years.  The book also includes the MGB Berlinette and other Coune bodied 
   MGBs which I had never heard of before.  Also of interest is the development of EX234, which 
   was planned to replace the MGB in 1970 and the later mid-engine ADO21 which might have
    become the MGD if it were not for the MG/Triumph conflict in British Leyland at the time. 

   The book also covers the MGC and MGB GT V8, MGs in competition, and the MG RV8 cars,
   as well as the MG car clubs that exist today.  Throughout the book the corporate trials and 
   tribulations of MG are described and the effect of the associated corporate politics, on the
   (lack of) investment in new MG model development. This explains why the MGB never had a
   successor and consequently enjoyed an 18 year production life, until production finally came
   to an end in 1980. 

   Production figures are listed for the full range of cars (MGB, MGB GT, MGC, MGB GT V8, and
   MG RV8), as well as the principle modifications made to the cars during their production lives.

   I thoroughly enjoyed this book, the highlight being the number of fascinating photographs and
   illustrations.

      *************                       
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      COUNTDOWN TO HISTORIC GRAND PRIX BEGINS

  
    *   Only two months’ waiting left for pre-war motoring nirvana
     *   Over 20 pre-war Grand Prix cars confirmed for the South African 
         Historic Grand Prix Festival starting 25 November
     *   Over 120 of the best classic cars confirmed for Garden Party display on 
         1 and 2 December
 

    
    With just two months remaining until the start of the South Africa Historic Grand Prix Festival, 
    excitement is growing amongst entrants and spectators alike. Recent outings for some of the 
    cars at the Goodwood Revival will be their last until turning a wheel again in anger in East
    London on 25 November. Over 20 Grand Prix cars are now confirmed for the historic reunion of 
    some of the exact cars that raced in the South African Grand Prix between 1934 and 1939.
    Some of them are even winners of the race, including the inaugural race-winning Maserati 8CM 
    and the 1937-winning ERA.

     Never again will an assembly of pre-war machinery of this calibre be seen in South Africa. It’s
     a spectacle not to be missed with a historic opportunity to see these incredible cars up close 
     and hear and smell their irreplaceable allure.  All in the very place they competed some 80 
     years ago.  Much of the original Prince George Race Track in East London still exists. The 
     cars will retrace the historic 17km circuit in a parade taking place between two short sprint
     races on the current track on 25 November. The road-going cars will then tour down to the 
     Western Cape between 26th and 30th November on some of the most scenic routes South 
     Africa has to offer.

     The event will culminate in a two-day Grand Prix Garden Party at Val de Vie Estate, located 
     between Franschhoek and Paarl, where the public will have a further opportunity to interact
     with these spectacular cars on the pristine polo fields the estate is renowned for.  Supported 
     by several car manufacturers and local classic car clubs presenting over 120 of their most 
     interesting cars, the 1st and 2nd of December promises to be a classic car haven for 
     enthusiasts at the luxury estate. The Grand Prix cars will be paraded on a short road circuit 
     within the estate.
 
     

     
     Also confirmed for the event are a number of Rileys, Bugattis, the Alfa Romeo Tipo B P3 from 
     the 1936 race, a local Aston Martin Ulster, and another Ulster which is a very famous car, and
     a brace of ex-SA Grand Prix MGs, including the very K3 that Dick Seaman raced in the 1934 
     SAGP, amongst others.

     Limited general access and VIP Hospitality tickets for both the East London Race event and
     the Grand Prix Garden Party are available for purchase at www.sahistoricgp.com or follow the 
     event on Facebook - SA Historic Grand Prix Festival. 
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       FOR SALE & WANTED
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   FOR SALE
     
    MG ZR 120 {90kW) -  4-door  Colour:  Royal Blue Pearlescent.  
    Original in most major aspects, includes tool-kit and service 
    booklet.  Fitted with A/C, power steering, electric windows, 
    central locking and ABS.  Upholstery in original, clean
    condition.  Car sold with AA/Dekra roadworthy.
    Price: R48,500 
    Contact: Rod Paxton for further information
    (email: the2paxtons@hyperlink.co.za)

   

    

   WANTED

    MGB GT  -  any chrome bumper model in reasonable condition. 
    Contact:    Conrad Minaar 021 421 9857 / 082 578 5089 
                       email: conradsecret@gmail.com

     *************

                       Blue sea, blue car and ‘blue’ language!            


